
De’VIA Challenge:  February 2017 
Musical score/notes 
 
Day 24 MUSICAL NOTE/SCORE (A/R)  
Meaning: Inspired by Harry R Williams’ Music Notes Series 1975-78. Harry’s interpretation for musical 
note/score, refers to as symphony for the eyes, ART is our music. (from deafart.org)- “A notation in one of 
his sketchbooks suggests that Williams may have seen the movie, and embraced the idea that musical notes 
may have an exact match in certain colors. With its flowing dots standing in for musical notes, this is a 
symphony for the eyes. Lest anyone wonder why colors have been substituted, the ear behind the barbed 
wire encased in a dark orb like an eye, is an indelible reminder of the artist's deafness. The wooden board 
refers to sound being carried to the feet of deaf people through vibrations.” 
My Eye by Harry R Williams. 
See video: https://www.facebook.com/…/vi…/vb.1082868576/1546861746471/… 

 
"Feeling the vibration of sounds" 
Kathy Fisher-Abraham 
Medium- sketch pad, watercolor pencils, and ink 
Friends and I sometimes go to Deaf Club that provides Home Music System that makes the vibrations 
strong affecting our feet and body.. We also enjoy some disc lights that blend with the music..it's a must for 
me. 
 



 
Shawn Elfrink 
ASL28challenge 
Motif: Musical Note/Score 
Media: digital art and photoshop 
Title: Music Water Vibration  
Description: Believe it or not 
 
 



 forme!!

 
Jerry Grant 
Day 24 Musical Note/Score 
"Deaf Spirit Drum" by Dawah 2016 
Drum decorated with Sharpie Oil markers and Sharpie markers. 
Drum decorated with a musical poetic score of Deaf empowerment symbols and De'VIA motifs. Musical 
score of the 3 flaming moths burning with passion. Rocket hand with Deaf Unity flag soaring to the sky. 
With the signed letter "S", Deaf Superman (or Super Woman) on the drum head that produces the 
thunderous bass beat that is felt equally by Deaf and hearing. 
The drum is a bass drum that is equally felt by the body and spirit as it is heard by the ear. The art is a 
visual musical poetry. 
 



 
Laurie Rose Monahan 
day 24 -musical - A 
"Feeling the Beats" 
digital art	
 

 
Bonnie Sandy 
Title: Hand-Feeling the Sounds 
9x12 paper with Sharpies 
I feel the sounds in musical notes with my hands on piano, speaker or such. 
 



 
 
Jenny Grinder Witteborg 
Sketch  
Untitled  
Pencil sketch of grand piano with three musical notes above. Note,Gcleft and last one forgot name of 
 
 

 
Yusuf Yahya 
Topic: "Visual Music: Boom!" 
Category: Affirmation 
Motif: Musical Note 
Media: Photoshop, Digital Art 
Artist: Yusuf Yahya 
#2 
Topic: "Here Comes The Boom" in ASL (clean and short version) 
Link: https://vimeo.com/205639130 
Category: Not Sure  
Motif: Music Score 
Media: Music Video 
Artist: Yusuf Yahya  



Here comes the boom! 
Here comes the boom! 
Here comes the -- 
Ya'll don't really want it now (Boom!) 
Here comes the boom! 
Here comes the boom! 
Here comes the -- 
Ya'll don't really want it now (Boom!) 
Here comes the boom!  
Here comes .... 
"Here Comes The Boom" lyrics by Rapper Nelly from The Longest Yard soundtrack in 2012. 
 
 


